WC Flushing
Easyflush
(Wave & Walkaway)
Easyflush Direct

Easyflush
WC cistern flush valve
Hands-free and water-conserving WC cistern flush and
fill valve

•

Infrared sensor operated WC cistern flush valve

•

Defaults to part flush as low as 2 litres for maximum water savings

•

No-touch means no cross-contamination; hygienic

•

Installer programmable flush volumes; improved water economy

•

Flush (outlet) and delayed action fill (inlet) valves combined in one unit

•

Available in active (‘wave’) or passive (‘walkaway’) mode

•

BREEAM Wat 01 compatible product

Easyflush is suitable for concealed or exposed cisterns
Easyflush is easy to install in retrofits or new installations. It can also be supplied with its own cistern.
The Easyflush no-touch dual flush WC cistern valve promotes best practice in water economy and hygiene
in domestic and commercial washrooms.

How it works

Product information

Easyflush Wave is operated by the user bringing their
hand close to an infrared sensor. The dual flush mode
enables the user to select either a part or full flush by
the length of time their hand is in front of the sensor.

•

 oth the Wave and Walkaway sensors meet the
B
DDA requirements and are Part M compliant.

•

 asyflush is two interlinked valves in one: a lift/
E
drop valve which empties the cistern and a
delayed action float valve which controls refilling.

•

It also includes an integral overflow pipe to
prevent flooding.

•

 he compact single-piece unit is located over the
T
outlet by a bayonet-type locking device which
simplifies installation.

For a part flush the hand is held in front of the
sensor for up to one second and, for a full flush, over
one second.
Easyflush Walkaway is normally activated by the user
standing up or leaving the cubicle; however, it can
also be activated by the user bringing their hand
toward the sensor.
The Walkaway version comes with the dual flush
factory programmed. A part flush will be delivered if the
user departs from the cubicle within 40 seconds
and a full flush will be delivered if the user departs after
40 seconds.

Intelligent memory feature
If the user requires an additional flush they can bring
their hand close to the infrared sensor to activate
an automatic further flush once the cistern has
finished refilling.

Delayed action valve operating sequence
The inlet float valve operates with a delayed action,
which only allows the cistern to begin refilling after it
has been completely emptied and the outlet valve has
closed. This patented feature prevents an increase
in the volume of water per flush. In other systems
water can enter the cistern before the outlet valve has
closed, thus increasing the volume of water per flush.
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Installing a Cistermiser Easyflush can save up to
162,000 litres per year as shown below.
Standard WC

Easyflush

9

2.8

Litres per flush
Flushes per hour

5

5

Hours per day

20

20

Days per year

260

260

234,000

72,000

Water saving per year (ltrs)

–

162,000

Water usage per year (m3)

234

72

Water costs per m (£)

3.16

3.16

Annual water cost (£)

739.44

227.52

–

511.92

Water usage per year (ltrs)
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Annual water cost saving (£)

*Based on an average UK domestic water cost of £3.16 per m3,
combined supply and sewerage (Dec 2014)
DISCHARGE DISCHARGE
DISCHARGE

flush triggered
Water pressure lifts
plunger, opening outlet
drop valve and holding
inlet float valve in the
closed position.

flush finishes
Outlet drop valve
closes, lowering inlet
float valve and cistern
begins filling.

unit in standby mode
Once cistern is full,
water holds the inlet
float valve closed.

Installation options
84mm

48mm

 asyflush is powered by 4 x 1.5V AA (LR6)
E
batteries or a 6V DC mains adaptor which can be
installed behind service panels.

•

The battery option allows the Easyflush to be
installed inside exposed cisterns.

•

 lso available as an optional extra is a multi
A
product mains power supply unit (PSUC) to power
up to 20 sensors from a single fused spur.

•

 he Easyflush Wave can be fitted into a concealed
T
or an exposed cistern and can also be easily
retrofitted.

•

The Easyflush Walkaway is only suited to
concealed installations.
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6 litre WC, standard valve
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UK toilets needlessly flush away 1.2 billion litres of
water a day (Waterwise).
The graph below (adapted from WRc data) shows
that the actual flush volume for a nominal 6 litre WC
increases as pressure increases. The Cistermiser
Easyflush will maintain the nominal volume at all
pressures due to its patented delayed action operation.

93mm

228mm

Reducing water wastage through
delayed action

212mm

Cistern maximum overall dimensions
(All dimensions with lid fitted) height: 335mm, width:
510mm, depth 150mm outlet options: 38mm (1.5”) or
50mm (2”) flush

Easyflush Wave
exposed installation

•

Suitable for the majority of 6 litre WCs.

•

Available with either 38mm (1.5”) or 50mm (2”)
diameter flush pipes.

•

Side entry water inlet supplied as standard but
bottom entry also available.

•

Internal overflow included.
300 – 400mm

Top Front

Side
WC

Exposed installation

WC

700 – 900mm

Easyflush Walkaway
concealed installation

Concealed installation

Technical specification wording
Easyflush WC cistern flush valve
The installer shall supply and install a no-touch dual
flush, sensor operated flush and fill delayed action
valve to each WC cistern.
The valve shall consist of a single remote sensor,
solenoid-operated flush valve and combined integral
fill valve. The inlet will include a double check valve.
The unit will be of a dual flush capability from one
sensor and the flush volume will be adjustable both
for part and full flush functions. The sensor will be
programmable for operating range, part flush time,
cistern refill time and part flush operation (default is for
part flush to be active). The unit should also incorporate
a cleaner’s function to minimise water usage during
routine cleaning operations. The programming can
be carried out manually by hand or by means of the
optional ICU (remote control). The flush valve and inlet
valve are to be linked (delayed action between inlet and
outlet) to ensure that no water can enter the cistern
during the flush cycle to prevent excess water usage.
Compliance with BREEAM Wat 01.
The unit should have a periodic hygiene flush
function to ensure facilities are kept in a clean and
hygienic condition.

The flush and fill valve
1 1is to be suitable for connection
to either 230V 50Hz AC single phase supply or from
4 x 1.5V alkaline batteries of type LR6. For multiple
product installations the device is to have the option
of being installed with a common power supply unit
(PSUC) capable of powering multiple units from one
230V fused spur.
The unit is to be suitable for mounting in a variety of
cisterns and is to be easily installed and removed for
maintenance purposes via a bayonet locking device.
The WC cistern flushing valves should be the Easyflush
Wave or Walkaway no-touch dual flush
WC valve as manufactured by: Cistermiser Limited,
Unit 1, Woodley Park Estate, 59 – 69 Reading Road,
Woodley, Reading, RG5 3AN Tel: 0118 969 1611

Product codes
Easyflush Wave:

EF

Easyflush Walkaway:

EF/WALK

Easyflush cistern:

CIST

Easyflush Direct
Infrared sensor activated
mains flushing for WCs
•

No cistern required – saves space

•

No inlet valves – reduced installation cost

•

No cistern refill – immediate re-flush for busy areas

•

Infrared sensor operated

•

Hygiene flush to maintain cleanliness

•

Range of flow rates

•

Compliant with Water Regulations. WRAS approved

•

BREEAM Wat 01 compatible product

Easyflush Direct is an electronic flushing system for WCs
that removes the need for a WC cistern, by taking its water
feed straight from the mains supply.
This means there is no cistern to be refilled and a second flush can be activated without a delay.
A hygiene flush can also be activated to maintain the cleanliness of the WC.

Effective flushing

Product information

To achieve an effective and efficient flush, the water
system needs to deliver at least 90 lpm (litres per
minute). Typically this would require that the dynamic
water pressure, measured before the valve, is at least
2bar. If 90 lpm cannot be achieved, the flush will be
less effective and a longer flush duration or multiple
flushes may be required. This can result in water
wastage.

•


Easyflush
Direct includes a valve, DC pipe
interruptor and sensor. When the sensor is
activated, the valve is activated for between 2
and 3.5 seconds, supplying water to flush the
WC direct from the mains water supply. After this
period the valve closes and the flush is complete,
but can be activated again immediately.

•

There are two versions to suit different
applications:

If the water flow rate exceeds 150 lpm, splashing from
the WC bowl may occur. Easyflush Direct is fitted with
a flow regulator that will limit the flow rate to 100 lpm.
However, additional flow regulators for 90 lpm and 125
lpm are included, to regulate the flow rate further, if
required.

Easyflush Direct Wave

These flow regulators are colour coded:

is operated by the user bringing their hand
towards the infrared sensor. A part flush is
triggered by holding one’s hand in place near
the sensor for about 1 second and a full flush is
triggered by a slightly longer hand pass.

•

Dark blue: 90 lpm

Easyflush Direct Walkaway

•

Black: 100 lpm (fitted as standard)

•

White: 125 lpm

is activated when the user stands up or leaves the
cubicle but it can also be activated by the user
bringing their hand toward the sensor. A part flush
is triggered by short user occupancy and a full
flush by long user occupancy (over 45 seconds).

NOTE: Some WC bowls are designed for low volume flushing
and an effective flush can be achieved at low flow rates. Please
check with the WC bowl manufacturer. The flow regulator can
be removed to maximise flush performance but this can lead to
excessive water use.

Water supply

X – Walkaway version only.

DC pipe
interrupter

X

Pipework diagram
suggestion only

The flush volume is determined by the flush duration and the flow rate of the water supply. Using the flow
regulators and adjusting the flush duration will allow you to configure the flush performance. However, this will
differ based on the WC bowl design.
The flow rate can also be reduced by turning the adjuster screw in the middle of the valve (clockwise to reduce
flow) or by fitting a third party pressure reducing valve above Easyflush Direct.
Ensure that the dynamic water pressure (pressure measured while the valve is open and water is flowing)
is sufficient to achieve the required flow rate.

126.25

126.25
66.90

Installation options

163mm
67mm

37mm

•

66.90

Easyflush Direct introduces an air gap into the water
system. Care must be taken that pipework design and
WC bowl selection is appropriate to ensure sufficient
flow to flush the WC while preventing water flowing out
of the air gap. This can occur when back pressure is
high, caused by a restrictive connection to the WC.

126mm

48mm

DC pipe interrupter

27mm

The valve should always be installed as high as
possible on the vertical pipe feeding the WC bowl flush
inlet to prevent water backing up and leaking from the
DC pipe interrupter. When installing the valve it is good
practice to ensure there is an accessible isolation valve
upstream of the valve. Ensure flow rate at valve does
not exceed the flow rate to the WC bowl, to prevent
water backing-up to the DC pipe interrupter.
Easyflush Direct is supplied with a DC pipe interrupter
and a 1.5” flush pipe fitting.

Easyflush Direct is powered by a 6V DC mains
adaptor which can be installed behind service panels.

Also available as an optional extra is a multi-product
mains power supply unit (PSUC) to power up to 20
sensors from a single fused spur.

Technical specification wording
Easyflush Direct flush valve
The installer shall supply and install a no-touch dual
flush, sensor operated flush.
The unit will be of a dual flush capability from one
sensor and the flush volume will be adjustable both for
part and full flush functions.
The sensor will be programmable for operating range,
part flush and full flush operation (default is for part
flush to be active).
The unit should also incorporate a cleaner’s function
to minimise water usage during routine cleaning
operations.
The programming can be carried out manually by hand
or by means of the Infrared Control Unit (not supplied).
The unit shall operate with the need for a WC Cistern.

The unit should have a periodic hygiene flush function
to ensure facilities are kept in a clean and hygienic
condition.
For multiple product installations the device is to have
the option of being installed with a common power
supply unit PSUC capable of powering several units
from one 230V fused spur.
The WC flushing valves should be the Easyflush
Direct Wave or Walkaway no touch mains flushing
WC valve as manufactured by: Cistermiser Limited,
Unit 1, Woodley Park Estate, 59 – 69 Reading Road,
Woodley, Reading, RG5 3AN Tel: 0118 969 1611

Product codes
Easyflush Direct Wave:

EFD

Easyflush Direct Walkaway:

EFD/WALK

Cistermiser is a subsidiary
of Davidson Holdings Ltd.
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& water storage control
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